
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 
SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND 

SEX TRAFFICKING IN CANADA

MOBILIZING OUR 
COMMUNITY PARTNERS



HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS 
MODERN-DAY SLAVERY.
People are being bought, sold, and exploited across Canada. This is one of 
the fastest growing crimes nationally and globally, generating billions of dollars 
annually around the world.

AMTA ENDORSEMENT STATEMENT
The Alberta Motor Transport Association is proud to be an Ally of #NotInMyCity 
and the ongoing efforts to end human trafficking. Safety is at the core of our 
association and that extends far beyond just commercial transportation, it 
includes the safety of all Albertans. As countless eyes and ears who are on the 
road every day, our membership can play an active role in raising awareness 
about this horrific issue and be a key part of the solution.

DO NO HARM
When dealing with suspected 
cases of sexual exploitation and 
trafficking, act with care and caution. 
Under no circumstances should 
the suspected victim or concerned 
individual be compromised.



SIGNS THAT MAY INDICATE AN EXPLOITED PERSON

Are fearful, 
anxious, 

depressed, 
submissive, 
nervous, or 
paranoid

Appears 
malnourished, 

sleep-deprived, 
or in need of 
medical care

Shows signs of 
ownership, such as 

tattoos, brands, and 
jewelry, used by 

traffickers to mark 
their property

Has multiple
cell phones

Has hotel
room keys

Lacks 
knowledge 
of a given 
community 

or whereabouts

Has expensive items, such 
as hair styles, manicures, 
cell phones, clothes, and 

excess cash, with no 
known source of income 

Protects the person 
who is hurting them 
and is not allowed 

or able to speak for 
themselves 

Inconsistencies 
in information 
and lack of ID

Is a chronic truant, 
runaway, or 

homeless youth

Displays a dramatic 
personality change, 

evasive behaviour, and 
disengagement from 

school, hobbies, family, 
and friends

INDICATORS TO WATCH FOR IN THE COMMERCIAL TRUCKING SECTOR

Is involved in the 
solicitation of 

commercial sex

• In the past, customers were commonly solicited through radio messaging, knocking on truck 
doors, and directly approaching truckers at truck stops and rest areas. 

• Radio messaging codes heard such as: “commercial company”, “looking for company”, 
“sleeper leaper”, “hustle”, and ‘bunk bunny”. 

• Today, drivers will talk about “where they can get action” and book “company” online using 
tools such as Craigslist, Kijiji, LeoList, Twitter, Facebook, and WhatsApp. 

• “Hook ups” are made at truck stops, hotels, and restaurants. Vehicles are seen dropping off 
and picking up solicited individuals, including youth. 



WHAT IS HUMAN TRAFFICKING?
#NotInMyCity uses the United Nations definition of human 
trafficking, which is the most current and consistent definition to 
date.

Human trafficking is a high-profit, low-risk business for the exploiter. 
They sell human bodies as a commodity repeatedly, unlike drugs 
or weapons, where the product can only be sold once.

ELEMENTS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING

+ + =

EXAMPLE:
A PERSON IS RECRUITED

EXAMPLE:
THREATENED WITH  
FORCE TO COMPLY

EXAMPLE:
SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

Human trafficking is the recruitment, transportation, 
transfer, harbouring, or receipt of persons, by means of 
the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power 
or of a person of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving 
of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person 
having control over another person, for the purpose of 
exploitation. - United Nations (Palermo Protocol of 2000)

Threat or use of force, coercion, 
abduction, fraud, deception, 

abuse of power or vulnerability, or 
giving or receiving payments or 

benefits to achieve the consent of 
a person having control 

over another person.

THE MEANS
(HOW IT IS DONE)

Recruitment, 
transportation, 

transfer, harbouring, 
or receipt of persons.

THE ACT
(WHAT IS DONE)

HUMAN
TRAFFICKING

For the purpose of exploitation, 
which includes exploiting the 
prostitution of others, sexual 
exploitation, forced labour, 

slavery, or similar practices or 
the removal of organs. 

THE PURPOSE
(WHY IT IS DONE)



Human trafficking generally takes one or more of the following three forms:

The most common type of human trafficking is commercial sexual exploitation.

TYPES OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING

$280K
IS THE ANNUAL 

PROFIT PER 
FEMALE TRAFFICKED 

IN CANADA.

SEXUAL EXPLOITATION 
OR SEX TRAFFICKING

FORCED LABOUR
TRAFFICKING

TRAFFICKING OF
HUMAN ORGANS HUMAN TRAFFICKING 

IS THE SECOND 
LARGEST SOURCE OF 

ILLEGAL INCOME 
WORLDWIDE.

CHILD EXPLOITATION
Child Sexual Exploitation is the act of coercing, luring, or engaging a child, under the age of 18, 
into a sexual act and involvement in the sex trade or Child Exploitative Sexual Material (photos/
videos), with or without the child’s consent.

This exploitation can be in exchange for:

• Money

• Drugs

• Shelter

• Food

Children and youth can be commercially exploited in all aspects of the sex industry, including:

• Child sexual abuse materials (photos and videos)

• Street and online sex trade

• Strip clubs

• Venues such as hotels, condos, private residences

• Parties and various social events

26% 
OF HUMAN 

TRAFFICKING VICTIMS 
IN CANADA ARE UNDER 

THE AGE OF 18.

97%
OF TRAFFICKING 

VICTIMS ARE FEMALE, 
BUT YOUNG MEN ARE 
TARGETED AS WELL.



HOW DOES IT HAPPEN?
• Vulnerable children and youth are lured through promises, 

psychological manipulation, drugs, alcohol, and violence.

• The exploiter's main purpose: financial gain. They will make 
every effort to woo the individual into what feels like a 
loving, trusting, and caring relationship.

• A trafficker can look like an ordinary person, and can often 
be a woman. They can be a stranger, family member, 
boyfriend, girlfriend, or sibling.

50%
OF CANADA’S TRAFFICKING  

VICTIMS ARE INDIGENOUS PEOPLE, 

DESPITE MAKING UP ONLY 4% OF THE 
COUNTRY’S POPULATION.

72%
OF TRAFFICKED PERSONS

 IN CANADA ARE UNDER THE

AGE OF 25.

VICTIMS IN CANADA 
CAN BE TRAFFICKED 

AS YOUNG AS 

13-14 
YEARS OLD.

MORE THAN 

75% 
OF PEOPLE WORKING 
IN THE CANADIAN SEX 

TRADE WERE EXPLOITED 

AS A CHILD.

93%
OF TRAFFICKING 

VICTIMS IN CANADA 
COME FROM 

CANADA.

92%
OF TRAFFICKING 
VICTIMS KNOW 

THEIR TRAFFICKER.



reporting protocol
If the victim is under 18, it is mandatory under provincial and federal law to report suspected or 
known sexual exploitation of children.

how you can take action

CALL 911 for emergency support

if you or someone you know needs resources or services in Alberta

1
BE AWARE OF THE SIGNS
• Assess the situation

• Use the indicators above to identify anything unusual with the person’s behaviour 
or appearance

• Ask your peers if they spot the same signs as you - it’s important to identify 
multiple signs

• If you’re at work, you can call your supervisor for help if you notice suspicious 
activity 

2

3
REPORT SUSPICIOUS BEHAVIOUR
• Provide the date and location of the suspected incident

• Give a physical description of the people involved (name, age, hair colour, height, 
clothing, and more)

• Note the make, model, and license plate of any vehicles involved in the incident

• Offer a summary of the situation that led to the report

For additional resources, call Canada’s Human Trafficking Hotline at 1-833-900-1010

CALL 211  



Getting Started

LEARN MORE: Take #NotInMyCity’s short, free online course and 
access additional education and awareness materials at www.notinmycity.
ca/learn

CONNECT:  Follow @NIMCAlly on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and  
LinkedIn for more information, updates, and opportunities. 

SPREAD THE WORD: Talk about the issue with the people in your  
close circle and community. Alert leaders and influencers of this issue,  
and encourage them to make it a priority. 

make a statement: Develop and implement an anti-human 
trafficking policy using #NotInMyCity’s example Human Trafficking and 
Modern Slavery Statement.

www.notinmycity.ca
@NIMCally

www.amta.ca
@amta_ca

#notinmycity raises awareness and takes collective action to prevent, disrupt, and 
end sexual exploitation and trafficking in Canada.  It was launched in 2017 by humanitarian and 
Canadian country music superstar, Paul Brandt, and has united stakeholders throughout the country 
in the fight to protect some of its most vulnerable citizens.


